The Battle Of Forces

Okay, Northern, it’s Moratorium time again. Let’s see where you’re at. I wonder if the girls in Meyland-Magers dormitories are ominous examples of what is, and what will become of Moratorium III as it delves into the question of why 44,000 Americans have died in a war to protect our national security in a country thousands of miles away. On Tuesday, December 2, the Vietnam Moratorium Committee put up a big sign on the dinner line asking the girls of the above dormitories to informally rap with us about our objectives for December 12th. The meeting at 10 o’clock in their lobby attracted five girls and accidental passers-by. Five girls out of five hundred purposely showed up. Groovy!

People realize that the Vietnam controversy is this country’s number one issue. It has polarized many groups in this nation and has aroused hostilities, frustrations. But whether you are for the war or against it, where is empathy? Where is the desire for concern? Patriotism requires involvement. An indifferent faculty at this institution makes concepts of
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